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Abstract
In this paper we present a novel approach for discovering multi-
level structure in folk song recordings. While this problem was
previously addressed for commercial music, only single-level
structure in form of stanzas was addressed for folk music. Our
approach is an extension of our previous work on finding re-
peating stanzas in folk song recordings which relied on detec-
tion of vocal pauses and was therefore not suitable for choir
and instrumental music. Instead of detecting vocal pauses, we
calculate similarities between several short song excerpts and
the entire song to obtain a repetition patterns. Next we esti-
mate repetitions according to their degree of similarity and use
a time series motif discovery method to extract the multi-level
song structure. In the end we align the obtained structure to
the audio. We tested our approach on a collection of folk songs
with single-level and multi-level structure and we show that our
approach finds motifs for both types of songs.

1 Introduction
One of the reasons why humans find music interesting is
its structure in form of repeating patterns. While the mu-
sicologists can find this structure by listening to the mu-
sic, much research was also done on automatic structure
finding with use of music information retrieval (MIR)
methods. An overview of such methods is presented in
[11]. Finding a structure in music can be presented as
search for repeating patterns in signals and thus methods
of time series analysis can be applied to the domain as
well. An overview of methods, used in time series data
mining [5], gives an insight into how such methods can
be used in different research domains.

Musical structure usually consists of repeating pat-
terns on different level of perception. Structure of com-
mercial music typically consists of verses and choruses.
However this is not usually true for folk music. Since
folk music is very simple its structure mostly consists of
repeating parts - stanzas. In context of discovering the
structure in the music this would indicate that discov-
ering structure might be easier for folk music than it is
for commercial music. However, this shows not to be
true due to specific properties of folk music. While com-
mercial music is mostly recorded in studios with profes-
sional singers and in dedicated recording environments,
this is not true for folk music. Folk music is recorded in

the field where level of noise is much higher. Perform-
ers are mostly not trained singers which results in inac-
curate singing regarding the pitch as well as the tempo
variance. Recordings might also contain interruptions or
pauses. While most of folk music consists of repeating
stanzas, some have more complex single-level structure
(e.g ABAB), or even more complex multi-level struc-
ture (e.g. [A1A2A2] [B1B2] [A1A2A2]). In this paper we
address problem of discovering single- and multi-level
structure in folk songs. Presented approach is partly based
on our previous work [1].

In the following section we present the related work.
Section 3 contains description of our method followed
by experiments and results in Section 4. At the end we
present our conclusions and pointers for the possible fu-
ture work in Section 5.

2 Related Work
Segmentation is one of main approaches for discover-
ing structure. Broad overview of current state-of-the-
art methods are presented in [11]. Most of segmenta-
tion tasks were done on commercial music such as cho-
rus detection [6]. Media segmentation methods which
use self-similarity matrix decomposition are presented in
[4]. Evaluation of such methods has been made possi-
ble through Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eX-
change (MIREX) task presented in [3]. In recent years
some contributions addressed segmentation of folk mu-
sic as well. Discovering meaningful parts in folk music
is presented in [7]. Robust segmentation of folk songs
into repeating stanzas with use of symbolic template is
presented in [10]. Folk song segmentation method that
combines vocal pauses detection and shifted chroma fea-
tures is presented in [1]. A fitness measure that address
problem of discovering repetitive structure in commercial
as well as in classical and folk music is presented in [9].

Musical signal can also be represented as time series.
Time series data mining was used for structure analy-
sis and motif discovery in form of dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW) for different purposes such as query by hum-
ming [2] or finding repeating patterns [1,10]. More recent
approach uses time series structure features for unsuper-
vised detection of music boundaries [12].



3 Methodology
Our method is an extension of our previous work [1].
While our previous approach was designed for single-
level structure detection in form of repeating stanzas, cur-
rent approach is designed for multi-level structure discov-
ery in folk music.

In our method we first extract chromatic features for
the track. Next we randomly select 10 positions equally
distributed throughout the whole track and calculate sim-
ilarity between 10 second parts at selected positions and
the whole track at 1 second resolution. With this we ob-
tain 10 similarity curves of repetitions in the track. We
next align the obtained curves according to the time lag
between peaks in similarity curves. From aligned curves
we calculate the average curve. Obtained curve repre-
sents the similarity structure in the track. We align the
curve to the audio track and extract the structure using
time series motif extraction algorithm.
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Figure 1: Outline of the method.

The method consists of several steps: (1) preprocess-
ing, (2) calculation of similarity curves, (3) alignment
of similarity curves, (4) calculation of average similarity
curve and length of individual parts, (5) alignment with
audio track and (6) structure discovery. Method outline is
presented in Figure 1.

3.1 Preprocessing
In preprocessing step we merge the input stereo audio
into single channel. Next we resample the input to 11025
Hz and normalize it. Preprocessing is necessary for our
calculation of chromatic features in the next step.

3.2 Calculating similarity curves
Similarity curve in this context represent the similarity
between randomly selected part (of defined length) in track
and the whole track. Similarity is calculated between
CENS chromagram of selected part and chromagram of
same length at every second of the audio track. Chroma-
grams are also shifted for 2 tones up and down the scale

by step of one semitone to obtain shift-invariant similar-
ity in a track. More details on calculating the similarity
measure can be found in [1].

By calculating the similarity measure between selected
part and whole track at every second of track we ob-
tain the similarity curve. We calculate the curves for
all 10 randomly selected parts. Example of such calcu-
lated curves are presented in Figure 2. The highest peaks
of similarity curves represent the selected part in track,
while other peaks represent similar parts of track accord-
ing to presented similarity measure. Distances between
peaks represent lengths of repeating parts in audio track.
To obtain more accurate lengths of individual repeating
part, we will align the curves as described in following
section. The problem one can spot is that from obtained
similarity curves we can not determine the beginnings of
individual part. We will address this problem in later sec-
tion 3.5.

Figure 2: Aligned similarity curves.

3.3 Aligning similarity curves
With alignment of similarity curves we want to get more
accurate assessment of lengths of individual parts in au-
dio track. During alignment process we have to make
sure we align same parts with one another. The align-
ment process is done in several steps described below.

3.3.1 Step 1: Selection of most representative curves
First we want to select similarity curves that are most
similar to all the others. To obtain such curves we calcu-
late cross-covariance for all pairs of normalized curves.
We must take into the account that our cross-covariance
method ignores any NaN value in the data. According to
highest peaks in cross-covariance curves we select those
that are most similar to all others. We do this by select-
ing the similarity curve that is most similar to all others,
that is the curve whose mean of highest peaks of cross-
covariance with other curves has the highest value. To ob-
tain most relevant similarity curves we select those curves
for which the highest value of cross-covariance is above
0.5 (at interval [0, 1]).

3.3.2 Step 2: Aligning the curves
Before we do the actual alignment of similarity curve we
smooth selected curves with a low-pass filter. The align-
ment will be made to the most representative curve. We
extract the peaks from each similarity curve that meet the
conditions:

pi =

{
min peak distance = 2 sec,
min peak value = max (mean(curve), 0.2)

,



where pi represents i-th peak of selected curve. The pa-
rameter value 0.2 was obtained by testing on separate set
of music.

The final alignment is done as follows: we select the
highest peak in most representative curve and for every
curve check whether a curve has a peak in vicinity of 5
seconds. If curve has a peak there we align the peaks
and consequently curves as well. We do so for all the
similarity curves that meet the condition. Such alignment
of similarity curves is presented in Figure 3, where one
can see that different high peaks might get aligned with
different peak of most representative curve.

Figure 3: Aligned similarity curves.

3.4 Calculating average similarity curve and
length of individual parts

Once we have successfully aligned the selected similar-
ity curves we will calculate the average similarity curve
which will be the base for discovering further structure
of audio track. The average similarity curve is calculated
from all selected and aligned similarity curves by calcu-
lating average value at selected time according to number
of curves at that time as is presented in following equa-
tion:

avg sim curve(t) =

∑
c∈Curves c(t)

nc(t)
,

where c(t) is value of single similarity curve from set of
all selected similarity curves Curves at time t and nc(t)
is number of defined similarity curves at time t.

From average similarity curve we can obtain lengths
of individual repeating parts. One can do that by cal-
culating distances between most prominent peaks in the
similarity curve as shown in Figure 4. With such segmen-
tation we can obtain single-level structure of individual
audio track. However we do not know where the exact
beginning of first part is in the audio and consequently
we also do not know where all the other boundaries are
according to the audio track.

Figure 4: Average similarity curve (left) and extracted bound-
aries for individual parts (right).

3.5 Aligning with track
We can use the obtained information to align the obtained
structure to the audio track. We use the average length of
parts to calculate how many repeated parts there should
be in the audio track (as shown in experimental results
the obtained number of parts is usually one part less than
the real number of parts in the audio track).

From average length of individual part we calculate
how many such parts should be in audio track accord-
ing to its length: nparts = audio length

avg part len . With calculated
number of parts in track nparts, we can make a simple
alignment between the obtained structure and audio track.
We calculate the estimated length of track from number
of parts and their average length. Alignment is made by
aligning the structure with beginning of non-silence in the
audio track.

3.6 Discovering the structure
We use simple method for discovering motifs in time se-
ries - Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) [8]. Main
idea of this approach is to discretise the signal into few
classes according to their average value in the individ-
ual time segment. Method takes four inputs: data, slid-
ing window size (N ), low-dimensional time approxima-
tion (n) of data in selected window and alphabet size (a),
which defines the amplitude low-dimensional approxima-
tion.

We used training set for determining what values of
SAX parameters N , n and a are representing certain struc-
ture type. We have tested parameters on next intervals:
N = n ∈ [3, 10] anda ∈ [3, 10], where parameters N
and n were of same value, since we did not want to lose
any time resolution.

For each set of parameters we have calculated the
quotient qsax between number of maximal repetitions of
discovered motif max motif in the time series and num-
ber of detected first-level parts nparts in a track as de-
scribed in first experiment. Next we calculated the mean
value of qsax quotients for individual parameter set. We
predicted that obtained quotients are representing the com-
plexity of structure. To determine the threshold that would
define which quotient values determine single- and which
multi-level structure we calculated the F1-measure for
range of possible qsax values on interval [0, 3].

4 Experiments and Results
For testing purposes we have put together a collection of
folk music from Onder de groene linde availible through
Dutch Song Database and EthnoMuse [13] archives. Col-
lection consists of different type of folk music as shown
in Table 1. Overall it contains 437 minutes of manual an-
notated audio. Annotation contains beginning and ending
times of all parts in a track.

4.1 Experimental setup
We have conducted several independent experiments. First
experiment addresses single-level structure extraction. We
have compared the results of presented method and our
previous method. Second experiment was designed for
discovering multi-level structure in music. Each experi-
ment is individually described in following sections.

4.2 Comparing the proposed method with previous
approach

Goal of this experiment was obtaining single-level struc-
ture in form of repeating stanzas as was done for our



Table 1: Composition of test set.
solo singing (OGL) 47
solo singing (EthnoMuse) 26
2 or 3 singers (EthnoMuse) 27
choir (EthnoMuse) 29
instrumental (EthnoMuse) 20
instrumental & singing (EthnoMuse) 16
Together 165

previous approach. Results of our previous method were
limited to solo singing folk songs only due to limitations
of the method. Method was not designed for music that
does not contain vocal pauses which means that its use
on choir, instrumental of mixed music is not meaning-
ful. That is also the reason that we do not give head-to-
head comparison of both methods on complete data-set
but rather the results for data-set that methods were de-
signed for. One other difference between methods is also
that previous method was designed for single-level struc-
ture discovery only, while method presented in this paper
addresses multi-level structure as well.

We do use same evaluation method for grading the
results from both methods. We are grading how well
our method is in locating the beginnings of individual
parts. True positive cases are when method predicts be-
ginning in 2 second neighborhood. Other predicted cases
are treated as false positives. For determining the per-
formance of our method we use already presented F1-
measure.

Our previous method achieved F1-measure of 0.525
on solo singing data-set. Our presented method achieved
F1-measure of 0.346. We have tested our method for
higher tolerance as well. For 3 second tolerance F1-measure
is 0.445 and for 5 second tolerance it is 0.628. This might
seem like low score but we must take into the account that
method was not designed for single type of folk music
such as solo singing. There is also much room for fur-
ther improvements of our method which are described in
future work.

4.3 Experiment of discovering multi-level structure
in folk music.

For this experiment we have manually labeled the tracks
that have multi-level structure. We were to see whether
our method will recognize the tracks with multi-level struc-
ture. We have manually separated the collection to music
that has single-level structure and music that has multi-
level structure. In our collection 78 tracks have single-
level structure and the remaining 87 tracks have multi-
level structure.

In our experiment we have randomly selected 12 tracks
with single-level structure and 12 tracks with multi-level
structure for our learning set. On this set we have trimmed
the parameters of our structure discovery method for best
results. Next we applied the method on the remainder of
the set (141 tracks) was used as test set.

Best obtained F1-measure value for our training set
was 0.8 and corresponding qsax value was used on the
test set resulting in final F1-measure of 0.69 which is sig-
nificantly better than random result of 0.5.

With this experiment we have shown that even simple
methods can be used for determining the complexity of
track structure. Results might improve with use of more
elaborate method. System with such results could be used
as support for recommendation of track according to its
structure complexity.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a novel method for discovering multi-
level structure in folk music. While this is still not a bul-
letproof method for extracting the multi-level structure
it can still be used as support method for ethnomusicol-
ogists that are manually searching for such structure in
audio tracks.

We have shown that our method can be used for two
purposes: (1) as a single-level segmentation method and
(2) as a method for determining the complexity of mu-
sic structure. Results do not meet current state-of-the art
methods, but method shows great potential and there is
much space where method can be improved.

In the future we are planning to use more complex
methods for discovering motifs in time series, since SAX
can not cope the temporal changes which are quite com-
mon in folk music. We also want to introduce more ad-
vanced methods for aligning the obtained structure to the
accompanying audio track. Another improvement is con-
sidered for selection of method for structure discovery.
One future goal is to try such methods on our data as
well. We also want to extend the test set with songs from
other countries as well as test our method on bigger set of
commercial music.
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